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in january 2018, steampunk studios released
tacoma , which was soon cracked by 3dm, [27]

along with a working offline denuvo license
generator. since july 2018, 3dm was releasing

cracks for games using the denuvo v4 [28] with
the standard license generators, including tomb

raider , [29] far cry 5 and the division 2 , [30]
which were released the day after the previous v3

version was cracked. [31] in january 2019, a
denuvo license generator was released for gears 5

by 3dm, [32] as well as a working offline license
generator for modern warfare and call of duty:

black ops 4 . [33] 3dm released a working license
generator for destiny 2 in february 2019, which
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was the first time that a game using denuvo v4
was cracked by an offline key generator. [34] the
tool was released to bypass the denuvo drm on v4

games as soon as it was released. [35] the tool
does not work with the denuvo v4++ and v4+
versions. a working offline license generator for

gears 5 was released in march 2019. [36] in may
2019, 3dm released a working denuvo offline
license generator for call of duty: black ops 4 .

[37]
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between march and april 2016, 3dm released a
multitude of denuvo cracks for a variety of

cracked games, including dota 2 (protected on
steam [10] ), league of legends (released june

2015 [11] ), mirror's edge (released on steam and
xbox live arcade in march 2013 [12] but uses a

different denuvo implementation) and call of duty:
black ops iii (released on playstation 4, xbox one

and pc in november 2015) on 11 may 2017, a
russian denuvo cracker named egor szandelszki

released a full denuvo-cracking tool called
tunneleye 2.0.0 [25] it was for honor and

overwatch that were cracked and had been
protected by the then-latest denuvo

implementation in v4. however, as szandelszki
noted, for honor was not protected by denuvo
itself, [27] but was protected by another anti-

tamper technique called vmprotect . [28] instead
of having the code directly encrypted by denuvo,
vmprotect decrypts a specific set of instructions

or a number of instructions that relate to the anti-
tamper tech, and does so by decrypting a file
called the vmprotect pte. [29] as it turned out,
steam had moved for honor to the early access
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program before it was released. [30] as a result,
steam [31] had required users to complete an

"early access validation" process [32] that is used
to enable access to the game, including the anti-
tamper technology. [33] this validation process

was bypassed by tunneleye 2.0, [34] and as of 14
may, for honor was cracked by 5ec8ef588b
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